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Market Comment:
Belex rebounded slightly yesterday on solid volumes of
€650k after heavy trading on AIKB, which contributed two
thirds of the liquidity. Belex15 was up 0.39% and broader
BelexLine grew 0.56%.
NIIS traded just 3k shares, the
lowest volume in a month. We don’t expect and drastic
movements in either direction for today.

BELEX15

Economy: External trade up 8% YoY in Q1
Serbia’s Q1 13 external trade of goods amounted to €5.8bn, an
increase of 7.7% YoY. Exports reached €2.27bn (+21.7% YoY),
while the country’s imports remained almost flat, up 0.3% YoY,
standing at €3.53bn. The deficit of €1.27bn was 23.7% lower
compared to the same period last year. Serbia’s Q1 13 exports
covered 64% of the country’s imports (vs. 53% for Q1 12).
(Source: Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia) analyst: Dejan
Milicevic, (dejan.milicevic@eurobank.rs, tel: +381 11 3027 535)

Companies: Komercijalna Banka-bottom line up 28% YoY

*multiples refer to Eurobank Brokerage Universe

Komercijalna’s healthy rise persisted during the first quarter of this
year, according to the financials published by the company. Core
income is up 15% compared to the Q1 12 level, reaching
RSD4.1bn, spurred by the widened interest rate spread. FX
change-generated income was once again insignificant (RSD3m),
in line with tradition. Loan-loss provisions increased by 24% YoY,
but still remained modest, at RSD217m, just 0.5% of KMBN’s
average loan book (vs. 0.4% in Q1 12). Operating expenses
recorded a mild 3% growth, to RSD2.4bn. Consequently, the
bank’s PBT jumped by another 28% YoY in Q1 13, amounting to
RSD1.5bn. (Source: Company) (KMBN @ RSD1,520; up 2.01%;
volume 1,014 shares) We will publish a detailed report on
Komercijalna’s Q1 13 results soon. analyst: Nanuk Madjer,
(Nanuk.Madjer@eurobank.rs, tel: +381 11 3027 535)
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Disclaimer
Eurobank AD Beograd and its third party suppliers ("Information Providers") furnish the information available in this Document without responsibility for accuracy
and you agree that errors contained in such information shall not be made the basis for any claim, demand or cause of action against Eurobank or any Information
Provider. Eurobank believes its data and text services to be reliable, but accuracy is not warranted or guaranteed. The Document includes facts, views, opinions
and recommendations of individuals and organizations deemed of interest. Neither Eurobank nor Information Providers guarantees the accuracy, completeness or
timeliness of, or otherwise endorses these views, opinions or recommendations, gives investment advice, or advocates the purchase or sale of any security or
investment.
You agree not to reproduce, retransmit, disseminate, sell, distribute, publish, broadcast, circulate or commercially exploit the information available in this Document
in any manner without the express written consent of Eurobank, nor to use the information available in this Document for any unlawful purpose. Eurobank may
point to other documents that may be of interest to you but for which Eurobank has no responsibility.
Eurobank and information providers expressly disclaim all warranties of any kind, express or implied, including without limitation any warranty of merchantability,
fitness for a particular purpose or non-infringement.
Neither Eurobank nor any of its information providers, parents, members, subsidiaries, affiliates, service providers, licensors, officers, directors or employees shall
be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages arising out of or relating to this agreement or resulting from the use or the inability to
use the document, including but not limited to damages for loss of profits, use, data or other intangible damages, even if such party has been advised of the
possibility of such damages.
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